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Abstract

   Studies on soil structure interaction have been attracting the attention of research 
workers for the last two decades. Workable estimates of the complex stiffnesses under 
plane-strain conditions in homogeneous media have been provided by Prof. M. Novak. 
However, due to many reasons the soil may possess lesser values for the complex  Lame's 
constants, namely 2 and G, near the pile location. 

   Analytical formulations, using Whittaker's functions have been presented for the four 
important loading cases encountered in piles, namely vertical, torsional, rocking and 
horizontal. The behaviour of the complex stiffnesses, as indicated by their real and 
imaginary parts, with the non-dimensional frequency parameter  a',;(=.forilvs) has been 
discussed and relevant conclusions drawn.

1. Introduction

   Pile foundations are extensively used for supporting many civil engineering 

structures. Many of these are exposed to dynamic loading. Some of the structures 

subjected to dynamic loading, and which are supported on piles are (i) high rise 

buildings, tall towers and chimney stacks which are exposed to the dynamic action of 

wind and seismic loading; (ii) off-shore installations subjected to the action of wave, 

current and wind forces; and (iii) machine foundations, particularly turbo generator 

pedestals and nuclear power plant structures. When these foundations are exposed 
to oscillatory loads, the pile interacts with the soil. Because of their importance, the 
studies on soil-pile interaction have attracted the attention of many scientists over the 

last two  decades."  to  11) Prof. M.  Novak') has shown that good estimates for soil-pile 

interaction, and the resultant soil reactions can be obtained using the plane-strain 

approximation. However the plane-strain models tend to give higher values of stiffness 

when compared with experimental results. Hence Prof.  Novak') has suggested an 
annular ring of soil around the pile, having different visco-elastic soil properties compared to 
the elastic half space. The reasons for considering a soil ring having lower elastic moduli 

are many fold. Some of them can be listed as (i) the soil structure being disturbed 
while the pile is installed in place; (ii) the higher magnitudes of stresses in the vicinity 

of the pile, and the resultant reduction in the tangential elastic moduli due to the
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non-linear soil behaviour. This phenomenon causes wave propagation to occur in a 

non-homogeneous soil medium; and (iii) the high level of oscillations and resultant 

fatigue may affect the soil properties in the near vicinity of the pile. As the plane-strain 

approximation has produced workable estimates of the soil reactions, a similar approach 

for non-homogeneous soil medium under different loading cases is attempted. The 

soil is considered visco-elastic, and its preperties vary along a radial line. 

2. Soil Reactions under Vertical Vibrations 

   The assumptions that are made are  (i  ) the radial and tangential displacements 

are very small in comparison to the vertical displacement and hence can be neglected. 

That is  u=v=0, and also the variation of vertical displacement with depth is not 
considered. Consider a unit thickness of soil-pile system as shown in  Fig.l. 
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                      Fig. I Vertical displacement in soil layer. 

   Let  G,. be the complex shear modulus of the soil as the radial distance tends to 

infinity from the centre of the pile. Let G(r) be the complex shear modulus at a 

distance, r from the centre of the pile. Consider  now the equilibrium of the element 

shown in  Fig.l. 

                 awAn    F
i= —G(r)—ar•rau   ( 1  ) 

 F2  IG (r)dG(drr)ff aarw± ar k ara ( w\.4r} (r+ 4640   (  2  ) 

and the inertial force  F, is given by 

                     az  F
1=  —  p(r404r) at,w   (  3  )
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Hence by considering the equilibrium of forces F1, F2 and  F. the following equation 

is  obtained: 

       —G(r) aawr• 7-40 +[G(r) +dG(r) • '1_1 Laraw± aarow                                     dr)• zid(r+ 4r) 461                             dr 

         ate =  p  (r40  dr)"a12-  (  4  ) 
Dividing throughout by  rzIO  dr, and neglecting higher order terms yields 

 G (r)a2w +[dG(r)   +G(r)law_a2w   (5 )  are dr r  J  ar0at, 

Under harmonic excitation 

 w=  t-veiwt   ( 6  ) 

equation (5) can be rewritten as 

              [dG(r)  +G(idce)_.„        G(r)+          d
rrr) -IdrPw   ( 7  ) 

At this stage, the following transformations and parameters are introduced. 

 e=   (  8) 

 G(r)  =Gc..•  g(e)   ( 9  ) 

 G.=G,(1+iD„)  (10) 

 i2C62P  (11) 
            G- 

 ao=sro  (12) 

 0(e)  =th(r)  /  Cv(re)  (13) 

where  G. and  D, are the shear modulus and material damping factor of the soil, 

respectively, at infinity. Hence equation (7) reduces to 

    [gTed22+ +g') g — = 0  (14) 
Let  0(e)  =v(e)  •0(e)  (15) 

 d0 Hence  -4.-  =  720'  +077'  (16) 

 d20 and  =  7•0  ±  27/0/  Cbff7i  (17) 

where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to Equation (14) now becomes
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 g  (17" 0  +2)2'0'  +  0"  ri)  +(f-  g')  +  —  (1,1•  072  =0  (18) 
Dividing throughout by  gv and rearranging yields 

     [(42 (2:' g' 1 )4 ± (,)" ± )7; . g'  gg)]0  0  (19) 

   The Whittaker's  equation""), to which analytical solutions are feasible, can be 

written as 

   [d2  
  — j            1+x4-)Fi 2, p(r)  =  0   (20)                     '

E 
 €2 

By assuming that  E=E(C) equation (20) can be transformed to 

 {d2  c"  c,,2 1ix(112-1)}]  de'  E'  deTmE 4 w[E(e)] =0  (21)                                              z, „ 

                                                  E2 

The comparison of equations (19) with (21) yields 

        27)/±g' 1 E"  ( 

  gec'(22) 

      '+"77'g'a2„1x/12      +1 —Tg=(E)+7--(  (23) 
 E2 

Integrating equation (22) with respect  to  e gives 

           Co   (24) 

          litge€ 

The substitution of  7) as given in (24) into equation (23) yields 

        Errr 23(Eft
Ey-k(EE')-  E( c' +4xc—Liti2+ 1) 

 =  —   464  2g"  + ( gy + 12(2g') ()  (25)        g ge 

The solution  E() to the above equation togther with equation (24) may give the 

solution to equation (14) in terms of Whittaker's functions  Wx,  1.1.12' For the sake of 

simplicity, it is assumed tere that 

 g= cg  (26) 

and that  (c')  2  =  4a(1/  g  (27) 

   At this stage it is postulated that there are two distinct regions in the soil medium. 

The first one, an inner ring, whose one face is in contact with the pile. The outer
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        face of the above ring is in contact with a homogeneous soil medium having an elastic 
        shear modulus G,. The value of  $ being equal to unity implies the pile-soil interface, 

        where the elastic shear modulus is given by c  G„ as can be deduced from equations 

        (9) and  (26). The modified radial co-ordinate e, corresponding to the interface of 
         the inner non-homogeneous soil ring and outer homogeneous soil medium, has a value 

        equal to  (1/c). 

           From equations (26) and (27) the value of  E can be obtained as 

 c=4c/oVe/c.  (28) 

           By substituting equations  (26), (27) and (28) into equation  (25), and assuming 

 x=0, the value of  ji can be solved as  ±1. The solutions to Whittaker's equation are 
         given below. 

 mz,(,) = e-W2) .€(1/2+p) . M(_._1+,u-x,  1  +  2p,  €)  (29) 

                              2 

                              1                   WL,(E) = co") - co"+P) - U(-2+11-x,  1+  2p, E)  ------ (30) 

                r(—2p)r(2p)   W
x,,  (6)=1• Mx. I, (6) +• MX,- 0(0 (31) 

                  (-2--g-x)r(-1 + )                                                2 li- X 

        When 

 X=0,  Mo,p=M0,-,  (32) 

            M(1+1+211,2)-F(1x(zr1 
               2p'+11'z-+II).e.-2-'P(z)  (33) 

         and 

                 U(2++1+2g,2z)=7/--"'•e - (2z) - P ' Kp(z)    2' (34) 

        where  P,  Ip and  IC, are gamma function, the  gth order modified Bessel functions of 
         the first and second kinds, respectively. 

           By using the relations given in equations (29) through (34), the solutions for  b 

 ($) can be derived as 

                   1  o(e) -- [AI ,(z) +BK-i(z)]   (35) 
                   lice 

        where  z  =  E/2  =  2a0Ve/c 

            To obtain the complex pile-soil stiffness, a unit vertical displacement is given to 
         the pile, and perfect bond between pile and soil is assumed. The value of  $ being 

        unity at the pile-soil interface results in the following equations:
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 Ah(Zo)  ±BKi(Zo)  =1/  c  (36) 

 where  zo  =-2ao/V c 

   The equations of plane-strain case are valid in the outer homogeneous soil medium. 
Hence by equating the displacement and the shear stress at the interface of the inner 
ring and outer homogeneous soil medium, two additional relations are obtained. 

 +BKi(zi)  =-D,K0(a1/  c)  (37) 

 AE—  1(z")  +aoI0  (Z1)1—BEcKi(zi)  +aoKo(Zi)i=  —D0a0K1(a,/  c)  (38) 

where  zh  =.2a,/  c 

   The values of A, B and  D, can be solved from equations (36), (37) and (38). 

Once A and B are known the vertical stiffness of soil per unit length of cylinder can 
be easily computed using the relation. 

                dON 
                                             .=. 

        k„= —27rcGoor,() 
           d—= (Swi+iS„,)G, (39)  r, 

   Equation (39) is in the same format as given in Ref. 2. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 
show the variation of  Swi and  5„2 with varying values of c, and the non-dimensional 

frequency parameter  a:(=cordu,  ;  vs=  Gs  /  p). In these figures, the material damping 
factors  Ds are kept the same constant for both inner and outer media. 

   It is also possible to choose different material damping values in the inner ring as 

compared to the outer medium. Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the values of  S  „, and  Sy, for 
a material damping factor of 0. 4 in the non-homogeneous medium and 0. 1  in the 

outer homogeneous medium. The compatibility in this case will be achieved at a 

location where the real parts of elastic shear moduli are equal. However there will 

be a discontinuity in the imaginary parts of soil moduli. Another feasibility is to define 

the material damping factor as dependent on the value of c. That is when c is small, 

a larger value of material damping can be defined. This simulates the condition 

that the larger non-homogeneous soil layer is association with higher stress and 

subsequent cracking, which in turn leads to a higher value for the material damping 

factor. A certain variation for material damping factor given by 

 DR=  CI.  1+  (0.  03/c) 

has also been studied.  Fig.  6 and  Fig.7 give the variations of  S., and  S., under such 

a condition.
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             Fig. 2 Real part of soil stiffness in vertical direction. 
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                 Fig. 4 Real part of soil stiffness in vertical direction. 
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               Fig. 6 Real part of soil stiffness in vertical direction. 
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3. Soil Reactions under Torsional Vibrations 

   The assumptions that are made for the case of torsional vibration of the medium 

around the vertical axis of the  cylinder are that the radial and vertical displacements 

are infinitesimally small and hence can be neglected. That is  u  w  O. Variation of 

tangential displacement with depth is not considered. Consider the equilibrium of an 

element as shown in Fig. 8. 

                                           re „  Ter  +aaeFAO  I / Nre ur2(  1,2  ) 
 Fi 

                                Tre\ 
 Fl 

 /                                   B 

 0,  A 
 AO  AB  -  T

er  •  ( )  • 2  -  TWA° 

                                                ( F3 ) 

                     Fig. 8 Equilibrium of forces under torsion. 

By considering the equilibrium of the element, the forces are 

       Fi _G(r)(—rv+arau). r40 
      F2  =  [G(r)  +dG(r) • Jr]{(1)av)+(v 1  av + a2v)zirl(r-Fzir)-48 

 drrar r2  r  arar2 

       F3= G(r) (—rv-arF—av)4ozir 

                          v 

       F1= —p(rzlOilr)ate 
                         t, 

By adding these and neglecting higher order terms the equilibrium equation can be 

written as 

   G( r)-r            a2v1  av,dG—vav=a2v  d
r  r  ar1-2 dr  r  arPat2  (40) 

With the substitutions given in equations (8) through (13) and by replacing 0 as 

 v(r)  v(ro)  , equation (40) can be rewritten as 

      [d2g       ge-(T± g')g ( (2  +  j')—a°]°=0  (41) 
By adopting a similar procedure as explained in detail under the vertical vibations, 

and with  g=  ce, and  x=0, the value of  ti can be obtained as ±3, leading to the
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expression for  0 as 

 0(e) =1   [A/3(z)  +BK3(z)]  (42) 
 ce 

where  z  =2aolvc 

   By proceeding exactly in the same fashion as for the vertical case three 
simultaneous equations can be set-up leading to the evaluation of A and B. Then 
by applying unit rotation, that is  v=  rc, at the soil  pile interface the stiffness under 
torsion per unit rotation, per unit length of the pile can be evaluated as 

 /cc  2a-Goorg  [  —  1.  51/  c  {,4/3  (zo)  +BK3(z0)} 
                          3

Iv\\11             +a0 {A ([2 (Z0)---3 I3—DV12/Z0)+--3ZO)\)i (43)       zo zo 
That is 

 /cc  =  Gsrg(S,,-1-iS,2)  •••••• (44) 

   As in the case of vertical vibration three different cases have been studied, namely 
a) a constant material damping factor for both the inner non-homogeneous ring and 

the outer homogeneous soil medium, b) a constant but different, and higher material 

damping factor for the inner ring as compared to the outer medium and c) a ring 
thickness-dependent material damping factor. 

   The real and imaginary parts of the soil stiffness represented by  Sc, and  Su under 

torsion are plotted in Fig. 9 to Fig. 14. 
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4. Soil Reactions under Rotational Vibrations (Rocking) 

   It is assumed in this case that the particles of soil move vertically up and down 

along the cylinder axis. The motion is un symmetrical as shown in Fig. 15. The 

assumptions are u=v= tv =O. The above case is very similar to the vertical case.                 az 

The forces can be written as  (Fig.15) 
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                       Fig. 15 Soil under rocking vibration.
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         F1= —G(r)-aw•7-40                 a
r 

 F2  = (G(r) +dG(r)a.a2w,                  drtir)(—ar+-Tr2-r)k,r (r+4r) 40 

         F3- -G(r) aw                 •• Lir  r  ao 

              1
as+1'r aerw        F4=G(r)—• 40)4r 

   r and  F1=  p(r  ZIO  dr) at, 

By neglecting higher order terms the equilibrium equation can be written as 

      G (r)+ 
          a2w[dG(r) +G w +G(r)  a'w_a'w 

 ar  (45)                 dr r Jar2.2arPat 

By assuming 

 w  zee cos 

equation (45) can be transformed to 

       G (r)d2r'dCv+ [dGr0-)  +G(rr) J drridzi)Ga(r)  i) = i2it)   (46)  d 

By adopting the non-dimensional parameter approach suggested under the vertical case 

equation (46) can be modified as 

  [d2,gg2_(47)        gc2++ee2a0j00 
The solution for  0 can be written as 

 —  [Al' 5 (z)  +BK4(Z) (48)      ce 

Subjected to the condition that  Ce)  =  ro at a point whose radial and angular co-ordinates 
are defined by  r=ro and 0=0, respectively, the soil stiffness per unit rotation can be 

obtained as 

 —2r4.G„  [-0.5Vc  {Alts  (z0)  BK4T(z0)} 
 +ao  {ArvT (z0)  (z0)}]  =GA  (S  iS  02)  (49) 

   The case of rocking vibration has also been studied under three distinct material 

damping factors as explained under vertical and torsional cases. 
   The variation of the real and imaginary parts of soil stiffness with  a: under 

rocking are presented in Fig. 16 to Fig. 21. for various values of c.
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5. Soil Reactions under Horizontal Vibrations 

5.1 Variation in 2 Alone with G Remaining Constant 

   The soil stiffness under horizontal excitation is far more complicated to derive, in 

a non-homogeneous soil medium. Only a special case  of variation occuring in the 

Lame's constant  2, with  G remaining constant has been amenable for a closed form 

solution. Even this case is theoretically more complicated to derive than the other 

cases dealt herein. 

   With the assumption that the vertical displacements are negligibly small in 

comparison to the u and  v displacements, the equilibrium equation under horizontal 

excitation can be written as 

    our +(ar—ae)a2u —a
rrao  at2  (50) 

and 

 aT&r  age  27, a2v        =Pa
te ••• ••• (51)  arraor 

                      u              a where
(4=24+ 2G--a--

r 

               1avv 
         ad= 24 ± G,U'——ao— 

       rr 

       rre=r8r=G(au+ar _1) 
               raoar  r 

and  4= (uau + av             r8rra01 

With the assumptions that i) only 2 varies and  G remains constant and ii)  u= R cos 
 eh" and  v=S  sin°  e't the equilibrium equations given in (50) and (51) can be rewritten 

as 

      [(A(r)  +2G)   d (1  d\ GA(r)dd2(r)1                  dr\rdr(r.))—r2+Pw2+dr•dr+dr•r 

 +  [2(r)dr\(r( d3\_EDdr)r                               S— 0  (52)           rr1 

       pl(r) +G) d  +Mr)  +3G)1R  dr  r2 

           +FG.d ( 1  d (r.)Mr) +2G)  +pwls0 
                                   (53)         Ldr r  drr2 

By introducing the potential functions  0 and  0 such that
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 895  1ao                           -1- 
             arr ae 

           I ao       u= 
             r  80  ar 

    and by setting 

 95=0  cos  0  elm` 

    and 

 0=  —V  sin  8  ei'' 

    where  0 and V are functions of r alone, 

            d0                It=d  — (54) 
            rr 

    and 

 0  AV  S =  (55) 
              r  dr 

    it can be shown by differential calculus that the governing equations for the functions 

 0 and  ?P' may be derived as 

 (2(r)  +2G)  ( dr2  ±  d(l)r  °-2)-Fpco0=0  (56) 

    and 

    Gp2f1al+0  (57)                Ld2rdr— 2-I•1" 

    As G is assumed to be constant the solution for  T. can be easily written as 

 F=Cii  (sr)  +DKi(sr)  (58) 

    where  s=i(o/  (v511  1+  iDs) 

      By adopting a procedure similar to the one described for the vertical case the 
    solution to the function  0 can be obtained as 

 0=  A/2(Z)  ±B/C2(z)  (59) 

    where  z  2boV  e/  c 

 b0=iwro/(vAl  1+iDs) 

 u;-=  (2+2G,)/p 

 e=  r/  ro
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 2(ro)  =CIL 

        2(r)  +2G.,  ---  g(2.,+  2G-) 

and  ce 

Hence the displacements R and S can be written as 

  [Atli (z)z2                -12(z)}-B{Ki(Z)  +-1(2(z)}] 
 --

r  [Cii (sr)  +  DKi(sr)]  (60) 

and 

 S=  -fro  [Al2(Z)  +  BK2(Z)]  -FC[sIo(sr)  --ii(sr)] 
 -D[sK0(sr)  +-1  Ki(sr)1  (61) 

The complex soil stiffness can be obtained by giving unit displacement to the pile, as 

shown in Fig. 22. In addition to the constants A, B, C and D involved in equations 

(60) and (61), two additional constants would be involved for establishing continuity 
of the inner ring with homogeneous visco-elastic, outer soil medium. The six boundary 

conditions can be written as  

i  )  u  =  I.  0 at  0=0,  r  =  r, 

 ii)  v=  -1. 0 at  0=7r/2,  r=r, 

 iii)  u=u, at  6-  0,  r-  ro/c 

   iv)  v=  vs at  0=7r/2,  r=.ro/c 

   v)  cr,„ at  0=0,  r=r,/c 

and 

   vi)  7ro  rr11. at  0-2r/2,  r0/  c 

It can easily be understood that with a linear variation of the function, g, the homo-

geneous visco-elastic medium values are obtained at a distance  (r0/  c) where c is a 
fraction.  Also it can be shown that the soil reaction is obtained by using the relation 

                          2.  P.=  -5((Fri  •  cos  0-rre  •  sin  0)  ro•d0 (62) 
 0 f=1.0  r=r  0 

from which the complex stiffness is obtained and shown to be equal to
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                         1 / dS 1         Ir.=--rGat,[r o(M--)1•l                          —)--ra*7)(12)]              arr-r0liearf=r0ac, (63) 

 where  V=i2(0271o/  [c  (2.+2G...)] 

 for the given boundary conditions. The complex soil stiffness, hence can be written 

 as 

 ku—G.[Sui(aO,  c1,  id, D,,  DR)  -FiS.2(a:,  c1,  i, D,,  DR)  (64) 

 where  v is Poisson's ratio of the outer soil medium. The values of  Sul and  S,2 can
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be obtained by using computer programmes. Parametric study has been made only 

for the cases where  D,=DR  =  0. 1. Three values of Poisson's ratio, namely 0. 15, 0. 25 

and  O. 35, and three values for the parameter  c1, namely 0. 25,  O. 50 and  O. 75 have 

been included in the parametric study. The value of ci is defined by the ratio of :I 

at the pile to the value of  A at infinite distance from the pile. The plots of  S„, and 

 Sue for the cases studied are given in Fig. 23 to Fig. 28. 

5.2 Approximate Analysis under Horizontal Excitation Including Variations in 

   Both G and 

   In the absence of a rigorous analytical solution being available under such a case, 

and also with the knowledge that a linear variation in the soil properties is solvable 

analytically under the other loading cases, namely vertical, torsional and rocking, the 

following approximate analysis is suggested. 

   (i) As in the other cases, assume  g=-c where c is a  fraction. The outer bound-

ary of the non-homogeneous ring is specified by  r=ro/c. 

   (ii) Assume that the inner ring has homogeneous elastic moduli given by GR = 0. 5 

 (1  -1-c)a. and  AR=  O.  5(1+c)2,.,. 
   For a homogeneous soil medium it is well known that 

 Aii(sir)  +  BK1(s  pr)  (65) 

and  cV  =CII(sr)  +DK1(sr)  (66) 

where.s.=  tw    
 +La 

          iw  
 s=   

      Up112,+2G, 

and  v,  = 

Also R and S can be derived as 

                                    1        R=  A[spIo(spr)'-1Ii(spr)l—B[siKo<spr) +7K1(spr)] 

 1 

 —
r  [C/1  (sr)  +DKi(sr)]  (67) 

and 

          1  S=--r [AI  i(s  pr)  +  BKi(spr)]  +C[sIo(sr)rIi(sr)] 

                   1 

 D[sKo  (sr) +7:Ki(sr)1  (68)
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Six equations for solving the constants can be written down as explained in the previous 

case where 2 alone was varying. Finally the soil reaction due to unit displacement of 

the pile can be derived using the relation 

                  I.adS I    Pu= —;reTo  dr1- 0 (69)                  drIboo             G4r°dR—.( 
By using equation (69) the soil stiffness can be derived as 

 ku=Gs[Sui(a: c,  Y,  D„ DR) +i  S.2(aO,  D.,  DR)]  (70) 

The real and imaginary parts of soil stiffness so derived are given in  Fig.29 to Fig. 

34 for values of  D.=DR=0. 1. 

6. Discussions 

6.1 General 

   The study indicates that the dynamic soil reactions are affected to a considerable 

extent by the radial inhomogeneity in soil medium. Even for a simple case where the 
variations in the values of G and (2+2G) are assumed as linear considerable shifts 

from the corresponding plane-strain case values are observed. 

6.2 Vertical Excitation 

   In the case of a constant material damping factor for the inner non-homogeneous 
ring and the outer homogeneous medium, the real part of the complex stiffness is less 

than the plane-strain values when c is less than 0. 5. The real part tends to attain its 

peak values for values of c around 0. 6 and 0. 7. As c approaches unity the real and 
imaginary parts of the stiffness approach those of the plane-strain case indicating the 

theoretical continuity that is expected between the two cases. However the real part 

tends to show an oscillating behaviour, very similar to those observed in the case of 
resonances in soil strata under harmonic excitation. The variations from the mean 

appear to be considerable for values of c between  O. 2 and  O. 6. With increasing 

values of c, the inner ring thickness is reduced, and the ring becomes "more stiff". 
This phenomenon can be easily observed by the shift of the first trough locations as 

the value of c increases from 0. 2 to 0. 5. The imaginary part is consistently lower 

than the corresponding plane-strain values. The damping can be very nearly idealised 
as hysteretic and viscous dampings, as the variation of  S„,, is almost  linear for all values 

of c. 

   Considerably lower real parts, and corresponding increases in imaginary parts of 
the vertical stiffness  S,„ are observed with an increased material damping factor of 0. 4 

for the inner ring keeping the damping factor for the outer homogeneous medium
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constant at 0. 1. Reduction in  S„,1 and an increase in  S.,,2 with increased material 

damping factor is observed even in the case of plane-strain conditions in a homogen-

eous soil medium. The important factor to be noted in the behaviours of  Si„, is that 

the stiffness falls drastically when the value of c exceeds 0. 6. This behaviour may be 

due to the pronounced effects of the discontinuity in the material damping factor 
values between the non-homogeneous and homogeneous soil media. Possibly the thin 

inner ring under such conditions behaves more like a damper. The fact that 

considerable increases in values of  S,,,, are observed for values of  c=  O. 7 and 0. 8 as 

can be seen from Fig.5 is further evidence. 
   The behaviour pattern under the cases discussed so far suggest that a realistic 

value for the material damping factor must depend on the value of c. The reasons 

for a variable material damping factor have already been discussed at length under 

section. 2. 

   As can be expected the behaviour shown in Figs.6 and 7 is in between the cases 

with  DR  =  0. 1 and  DR  =  0. 4. The real and imaginary parts of the soil stiffness converge 
to the plane-strain values with increase in values of c. Also the number of "waves" in 

the plot of  S.1 in the frequency range of interest, namely  4 varying between 0. 2 and 

2. 0, is the same in Figs.2, 4 and 6. 

6.3 Torsional Excitation 

   The values of  So and  Su decrease monotonically with decreasing values of c when 

the material damping factors for the non-homogeneous and homogeneous parts are 

kept the same at 0.  I. The effects similar to soil resonances are not as pronounced 

as they were in the case of vertical vibrations. Considerable reduction in the values 
of  So is observed when the material damping factor inside is increased to  O. 4. 

Remarkable increases in damping as characterised by the values of  Sc, are also observed 

in the frequency range of interest. It was observed by Prof.  Novak') that the 

material damping factor contributes significantly to the value of  Sa in the plane-strain 

case of the homogeneous soil medium at lower non-dimensional frequency parameters. 

The values of  Sze as plotted in  Fig.12 indicate the degree to which material damping 
factor can affect the behaviour. The variable material damping factor leads to more 

 reasonable, and moderate changes as compared to the earlier case. The behaviour 

shown in  Figs.13 and 14 is very similar to that observed in  Fig.  9 and  Fig.10. The 

damping can be characterised essentially as viscous with a certain constant value added 

depending on the material damping factor and the parameter c. 

6.4 Rocking Excitation 

   Well behaved monotonic decreases in the values of  So and  Sp are observed under 

all cases of interest in rocking oscillations. More pronounced decrease in  So and 
increase in  So, as can be expected now with the knowledge of the behaviour under
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vertical and torsional cases, is of course seen in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19, which have a 

material damping factor of  O. 4 for the inner ring.  So, can be considered to a good 

degree of approximation as viscous damping with hysteretic damping. That is  S02 
varies linearly with the non-dimensional frequency parameter  a:. The effect of changes 

in material damping factor on the constant increases to the value of  S„ are less 

pronounced as compared to  Su. 

6.5 Horizontal Excitation 

   A general solution involving variations of both A and  G proves to be extremely 
difficult because of cross coupling between the radial and tangential displacements, and 
higher order differential equations that result from equations (50) and  (51). Hence 

as a first stage, it is assumed that only A varies and  G remains a constant. The varia-

tion of (2+2G) is considered linear as expressed, in equation (59). Three values for 

the constant  c1, namely 0. 25, 0. 50 and 0. 75 are considered. Similarly, three values 

of Poisson's ratio considered are 0. 15,  O. 25 and 0. 35, respectively. Marked deviations 

from the homogeneous, plane-strain stiffness and damping values are noticed for the 

value of Poisson's ratio equal to 0. 35. As Poisson's ratio is decreased, the deviations 

are also diminished. A phenomenon which can be loosely termed as ring resonance 

may be the cause for such deviations. The first trough locations, which approximately 

indicate the possible resonances, shift towards the right with increasing values of c1 in 
the plots of  Sui. This is as expected, because a higher value of c1 indicates a lower 

value for ring thickness, and hence a higher stiffness of the inner ring. The varia-

tions in  Su, are less marked. However the wavy pattern is maintained in the plots of 

 Su, also. 

   The plots of  Su, and  S.2 derived from an approximate analysis, in which the 

variations of  G and  A are taken into consideration, show remarkable similarity to the 

plots obtained in the other cases. Both stiffness and damping values increase more or 
less monotonically with increasing values of the parameter c. Three values of Poisson's 

ratio, namely  O. 15,  0.25 and  0.35 have been studied. The influence of soil 

resonances are significant for values of c up to 0. 4, but they tend to diminish later 
on. The damping, as expressed by  Su, can be termed as viscous plus hysteretic as it 

increases more or less linearly with increasing values of  a:. 

7. Conclusions 

   The effects of radial inhomogeneity in soil arising out of excessive stresses near the 

pile, soil structure being disturbed while the pile is installed, or any other cause 
resulting in changes in the soil moduli near the pile location are studied. Expressions 

have been derived for the dynamic displacements, forces and complex stiffnesses of the 

pile-soil system. Vertical, torsional, rocking and horizontal excitations have been
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studied. Significant deviations are seen between the values obtained in non-homogeneous 

soil medium and those of the plane-strain case in a homogeneous soil medium. 

Phenomenon similar to layer resonances in harmonic analysis of soil layers, which 

can be lossely termed as ring resonances, are observed in the various cases studied. 

Damping can be closely approximated by viscous and hysteretic dampings for the cases 

of vertical, torsional, rocking and horizontal excitations. The hysteretic dampings, 

indicated by the constant additional parts in the imaginary values of complex soil 

stiffnesses, is significantly increased under torsional excitation when the material damping 

factor in the non-homogeneous part is increased over that of the outer homogeneous 

counterpart. In a non-homogeneous soil medium where G is a constant, and 2 alone 

varies, only limited variations in the values of  S., and  Sus are noticed. The deviations 

are more pronounced for higher values of Poisson's ratio and lower values of  cl. 

The approximate analysis for horizontal excitation shows behaviour very similar to those 

of the other cases. Almost monotonic increase in stiffness and damping values, as 

indicated by  Sul and  S,42, are observed with the increase in value of c. The damping 

of the pile-soil system can be approximated by combined hysteretic and viscous 

dampings. There is scope for further work in the wave propagation phenomenon in non-

homogeneous soil medium, which will go a long way in improving the understanding 

of the soil-pile interaction problem. 
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                             Appendix-I 

                            Notations 

  A, B, C, D, E, F = constants 
 a0,  a,  = non-dimensional frequency parameters 

 bo,  b'o  = non-dimensional frequency parameters 
  c,  Cl = constants used to describe non-homogeneous soil medium 

 Co = constant 
 Do = constant 
 Ds, DR = material damping factor of homogeneous soil and non-homogeneous ring, 

                    respectively 
 F1, F2,  "'  F;  = elemental forces under different conditions 

  G(r) = complex shear modulus in the  non-homogeneous soil medium 
                 = complex shear modulus at infinity of the soil medium 

  Ga  -- elastic shear modulus of homogeneous soil medium 
 g =  G(r)  /a., or  [2(r)  +2G.,]/[2.+2G.] 

 =  —I 
 = modified  Bessel function of the first kind of order  II 

 Kp  = modified  Bessel function of the second kind of order p 
 = complex soil stiffness under horizontal excitation 

  ka = complex soil stiffness under vertical excitation 
                 = complex soil stiffness under rotational excitation (rocking)
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 kc = complex soil stiffness under torsional excitation 
 M = Whittaker's characteristic function 

 M5,, = Whittaker's function 
 r = radial co-ordinate 

         ro = radius of the pile 
                           = soil reaction under horizontal excitation 

 R = a function of r describing radial displacement 
 S = a function of r describing tangential displacement 

 Sul,  Ss2 = real and imaginary parts of non-dimensional complex soil stiffness under 
                              horizontal excitation 

            Swi,  5w2  = real and imaginary parts of non-dimensional complex soil stiffness under 
                              vertical excitation 

 Si,9 5492  = real and imaginary parts of non-dimensional complex soil stiffness under 
                             rotational excitation (rocking) 

            Set,  Sez = real and imaginary parts of non-dimensional complex soil stiffness under 
                               torsional excitation 

                            = parameter denoting time 

 U = Whittaker's characteristic function 
            u, v,  w = displacements in the radial, tangential and vertical directions, respectively 

 Wz,  (E)  = Whittaker's function 
 z = vertical co-ordinate 

            z,  zo,  zi = modified co-ordinates 
                              = Poisson's ratio 

 zlr,  dB = incremental radial and angular measurements, respectively 

 p = a parameter in Whittaker's function 
          X = a parameter in Whittaker's function 
                             =  non-dimensionalised radial co-ordinate 
 = an intermediate function in the solution  . rocess, which is equal to 

                         Co [$ dE] the horizontal case and Coke 1-+for others 
     dede 

 = angular co-ordinate 

                               circular frequency 
 2  (r) = complex  Lamê's constant at a distance r 

                            = complex  Lamê's constant at infinity 
            2, = elastic shear modulus of homogeneous soil medium 

 or = radial stress 
 fro = tangential stress 

                             = radial stress corresponding to the plane-strain solution 
 re,,  Tre = shear stress 

 rrea = shear stress corresponding to the plane-strain solution 
           0  = functions used in Whittaker transformation 

 Sh = potential functions 
 p = mass density 

 E = a function in the solution process which is equal to  4aol  e/c
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                        Appendix II 

        Expressions for Dynamic Soil Reactions Under Plane-Strain, 

                      Homogeneous  Conditions"  

(  a  )  Vertical  : 
 Kl  (ao) 

 kw=27rG,  (1  +  iNao [  ] 
 Ko(ao)  

(  b  )  Torsional  : 
 aoKo  (ao) 

 Icc=27rGsrg(1+iDi) [  ] 
 K:  (ao)  

(  c  )  Rocking  : 
 a5Ko  (a0) 

 kr=-7rG.„r8(1  +iD,)  [1+  
 Ki  (ao)  

(  d  )  Horizontal  : 
 k„  irG,at  2•T 

       where 

 —  4K1(bo)Ki  (ao)  +aoKi  (bo)  Ko (as) +  boKo  (b0)K1(ao)  
 baKo(bo)Ki(ao)-FaoKi  (bo)Ko (ao)  +  hoaoKo  (ho)Ko  (ao)


